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Abstract Contexts are often inconsistent in pervasive computing environments, owing to many heterogeneous devices with limited processing capabilities, imperfect
measurement techniques, and user movement. A variety of schemes have been proposed to check context inconsistency. However, they implicitly require central control. This requirement inhibits their effectiveness in some pervasive computing environments (e.g., transport systems) where all nodes are resource-constrained and cannot act as a centralized node. To this end, we propose in this paper DCCI—a scheme
of Decentralized Checking of Context Inconsistency in pervasive computing environments. DCCI exploits a simple, yet efficient, preference-based locality that denotes nodes requiring that the same context can check the inconsistency on this type
of contexts. According to this locality, DCCI constructs a preference-based shortcut structure such that it checks context inconsistency within the shortcut structure.
Extensive experiments show that DCCI can accurately and efficiently check context
inconsistency in the presence of node churns and heterogeneity.
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1 Introduction
Pervasive computing is a paradigm shift from traditional desktop computing that constructs an intelligent environment by embedding computation and communication in
a way that users accomplish their tasks with minimum intrusiveness [25, 29, 33].
This intelligence is mainly accomplished by context-awareness which is an enabling
technology for pervasive computing that assists pervasive applications in automatically adapting to changeable contexts [12]. Contexts refer to the pieces of information
that capture the characteristics of pervasive computing environments such as physical
contexts and user contexts [13, 32]. They may be acquired by physical sources, i.e.,
a number of sensing and computational devices, such as hand-held devices, wireless sensors and RFID. They may also be gathered by virtual sources, e.g., inference mechanisms for reasoning users’ preferences [35, 36] and virtual sensors for
in-network aggregating contexts [17].
Contexts are often inherently imprecise and noisy so that context inconsistency
occurs [15, 19, 32]. For instance, a pervasive application detects a conflict in a computation task’s context when there are two different locations detected by two sensors
for the same user at the same time. This is partially because sensor technology is
prone to error. The sources of errors consist of, but are not limited to, inaccuracies
in the measurement and noise from internal components. Meanwhile, this is also
because of the abstraction and complexity of contexts. In asynchronous and heterogeneous pervasive environments, contexts easily become obsolete and dynamically
vary with individuals and situations. Detailed reasons for inevitably noisy contexts
for pervasive computing can be found in [9, 18, 30]. Note that we assume that every source node can clean and filter its readings, and we only focus on the context
inconsistency raised from correct sensor readings.
Consequently, context consistency checking that meets application requirements
at runtime to avoid using inconsistent contexts to applications has drawn increasing
attention in recent years [6, 30–32]. A variety of schemes have been proposed to
check context inconsistency. Most of them require a central node so that the node
makes observation globally on a domain and checks context inconsistency based on
its knowledge about the relations among domain events. Thus, the fundamental issue
is to regulate the access of a number of nodes to the central node in such a way that
certain application-dependent performance requirement is satisfied. However, this requirement does not necessarily hold in pervasive computing environments that are
saturated with a large number of heterogeneous and equivalent devices (e.g., PDAs
and sensors). Due to limited resources and capacity constraints, it is inappropriate to
select one from these nodes as a central node. Moreover, this requirement may lead
to congestion and unfairness in message-passing. Figure 1 illustrates the shortcomings of central control in pervasive computing environments, where nodes d, g, and
f may become the bottlenecks in pervasive applications. All the nodes are in the
same environment, and every node collects one type of context and delivers contextual information up to the central node g. The nodes closer to the central node need
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Fig. 1 The fairness of central
control in detecting context
inconsistency. The numbers
denote the corresponding link’s
bandwidth demand

to forward more contextual information than the nodes further away. For example,
the nodes d, f, and g are supposed to get 3, 2, and 6 times communication overhead
of nodes a, b, c, and e. It is unfair because the nodes d, f, and g will have higher
probability of causing congestion than other nodes. In many cases, pervasive computing environments are open, distributed or spread over a large geographical area, and
nodes form a dynamic and distributed pervasive network. Nodes frequently join or
leave the specific network so that the current central node is not always available and
the performance of applications is poor owing to communication cost, delay, resource
limitation, and unreliable wireless connection. Thus, the central control scheme for
globally capturing contexts and checking context inconsistency is undesirable.
In this paper, we propose DCCI—a scheme for Decentralized Checking of Context Inconsistency in pervasive computing environments which significantly narrows
the checking scope of context inconsistency. DCCI leverages a simple, yet efficient,
preference-based locality and refers to a supposition that nodes requiring the same
context can check the inconsistency of this type of contexts. Then, DCCI builds a simple network overlay. On top of this underlying overlay, DCCI constructs a preferencebased shortcut structure such that it checks context inconsistency within the shortcut
structure. Thus, once a node in a shortcut list detects a context, it will directly check
context inconsistency with the nodes in the same shortcut list. Empirical studies show
that DCCI is capable of accurately and efficiently checking context inconsistency in
the presence of heterogeneity and mobility. In summary, the contributions of this paper are twofold.
– DCCI is the first scheme in pervasive computing environments for checking context inconsistency in a fully distributed manner. It builds a shortcut structure to
significantly reduce the communication overhead and improve the checking accuracy by exploiting a preference-based locality.
– DCCI proposes a powerful primitive for applications using overlay networks that
the shortcut structure may be a performance-enhancement, meeting the demands of
application customization. For instance, a shortcut structure based on the network
latency may reduce hop-by-hop delays in MANETs. In DCCI, we concentrate on
a specific shortcut among nodes that imposes various constraints on the same context.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly overviews
the existing schemes on the context consistency checking. Section 3 introduces the elementary concepts on context modeling and context consistency checking. Section 4
discusses the principles and design of the proposed scheme. Section 5 presents our
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is not cost-effective. It is a commercial product running in clusters and requiring operators to maintain, which incurs high costs.
To summarize, existing schemes of checking context inconsistency are ineffective
in asynchronous pervasive computing environments when nodes may form a mobile
network. Owing to the frequent churns (node joining and leaving), nodes’ heterogeneity and limited capabilities of communication and computation, these schemes
cannot always acquire central control. Thus, a problem that the fully distributed manner of checking context inconsistency in the presence of heterogeneity and mobility is
raised. To this end, we propose the DCCI scheme that solves the problem. In order to
completely and comprehensively understand the proposed scheme, we describe the
basic concepts on context modeling and inconsistency checking mechanism before
giving a detailed introduction to the DCCI.

3 Preliminary
This section introduces the preliminary knowledge of our research, involving context
definition, patterns, and instances.
Contexts are highly abstract, complex, and dependent upon the individuals such
that it remains open to define the “context” [1, 4, 28]. The advent of going into the
shift from conventional desktop computing to heterogeneous, mobile, and uneven
computing environments has gradually stimulated a consensus that contexts comprise the information of users and environments. Herein we share the same viewpoint
as [13, 32] and define contexts as follows.
Definition 1 (Context definition) Contexts are the pieces of information that capture
the characteristics of pervasive computing environments. To be specific, a context
denotes an environmental attribute of a computing entity, which is defined as a context
pattern, represented by tuple spaces.
The common contexts related to users consist of user information (e.g., id, location, habits, preferences, emotional state, and bio-physiological conditions), user social environments (co-location of others, social interaction, group dynamics), and the
user tasks (e.g., spontaneous activity, engaged tasks, and goals). Likewise, contexts
related to physical environments are location (absolute positive, relative position,
co-location), infrastructure (e.g., surrounding devices and resources for computing,
communication protocols, task performance), and physical conditions (temperature,
noise, light, pressure).
Definition 2 (Context pattern) A context pattern (cp) refers to a tuple of fields, i.e.,
cp = (owner, attribute, constraint, timestamp), where owner is the subject of the context, each attribute represents an environment attribute, each constraint specifies
the attribute property of the context, such as temporal and spatial constraints, and
timestamp is the context generation time.
The elements owner, attributes, and timestamp in the context pattern are not allowed to be empty. A context instance cins is generated when the non-empty fields
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and some option fields in the context pattern are instantiated. Due to lack of global infrastructures, context instances are not kept in a public space (e.g., a globally-shared
tuple space) but their collectors. Thus, all the nodes in pervasive computing environments cannot share the same space of contexts.
Definition 3 (Context instance) A context instance of a context pattern is a tuple
cins = (own:value, attr:value, cons:value, tmp:value), where sub, attr, cons, tmp are
the names of the corresponding parts in the context pattern, and value respectively
denotes the value of each item.
Suppose that a context about a person location is captured and can be modeled as a context instance cins = (own:Joanne, location:QP119, cons:uniqueness,
tmp:2009-08-08:21:20:30). This context instance denotes that Joanne was in room
QP119 at 2009-08-08:21:20:30, and the uniqueness constriction indicates that Joanne
cannot appear in at two different places at the same time. In this illustrative example, context inconsistency detection is to check the constraints (i.e., uniqueness) on
Joanne’s location context. If there are more than two locations detected by sensors,
the location conflict occurred and pervasive applications may raise a resolution strategy to handle this conflict.
Remark 1 (Context inconsistency detection mechanism) In general, the mechanism
of context inconsistency detection is to check whether the certain constraints on properties of context instances or context patterns are satisfied. Once a constraint is violated, the context inconsistency occurs.
Currently, existing schemes for checking context inconsistency are centralized,
which may not work in some pervasive applications when nodes form a network with
frequent churns. The goal of this paper is checking constraints over various context
instances in a fully distributed manner.

4 DCCI: a decentralized scheme for checking context inconsistency
In this section, we introduce DCCI: a Decentralized Scheme for Checking Context
Inconsistency. We first describe our system model. Then we present the detailed design of DCCI, followed by discussions.
4.1 System model
The design philosophy of DCCI is to seek a simple, robust, fully distributed, and
scalable system that can efficiently check context inconsistency. DCCI is inspired
by a simple and efficient principle called preference-based locality, denoting that the
nodes taking advantage of the same context can check constraints over various context instances. These nodes, preferring the same context with distinct constraints on
context attributes, are called pNeibor nodes, and they form a preference-based list
named pNeiborLst. In Fig. 2(b), pNeibor nodes 5 and 8 impose different constraints
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the system model of DCCI, which is constructed by creating shortcuts among nodes
that impose diverse constraints on the same context

on the same context and thus they comprise a preference-based list pNeiborLst,
while pNeibor nodes 1 and 4 add constraints on a type of contexts and form another
pNeiborLst. Suppose a node in a pNeiborLst collects a context, it and its neighbors
in the pNeiborLst can rapidly check whether context inconsistency does or does not
exist by evaluating their constraints on context properties, respectively. Intuitively,
by exploiting the preference-based locality, DCCI assists pervasive applications in
remarkably narrowing the checking scope of context inconsistency detection, rather
than broadcasting over the entire network. Meanwhile, DCCI specifies the targeted
destinations to which the contexts being checked should be disseminated, which significantly reduces the communication overhead and accelerates the context dissemination and checking. Given the various requirements from every node, DCCI is supposed to provide a function for checking diverse constraints on contexts. For instance,
we assume the location of a user at the specified time should be unique, i.e., the location of this user cannot be totally different at the same time snapshot. As a result,
the problem of context inconsistency checking turns out to the maintenance of the
preference-based locality.
In DCCI, pervasive computing applications are modeled as a loosely-coupled distributed system without any central control or shared memory. All nodes are equivalent and may frequently switch scenarios, i.e., joining or leaving a pervasive network. Without loss of generality, we assume that all nodes (participating devices and
users) are uniformly distributed in a pervasive space where they can independently
move during a finite period of time t with a speed ν randomly chosen in the interval
0 ≤ ν ≤ 2 m/s (the upper bound is set according to the average human walking speed
that is about 1.3 m/s) in arbitrary directions to reflect user displacements. At the
end of the period t, a node may stay, leave, or move on. These nodes communicate
by message-passing to form an overlay. Communications suffer from finite but unbounded message delay, and all communications are directional (i.e., unidirectional
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communication can be detected and hidden at the network layer). For example, smart
campus is modeled as a distributed pervasive system where students with hand-held
devices may frequently switch their scenarios among libraries, classrooms, labs, or
mess halls. Every student is modeled as a node, and all hand-held devices are capable
of acquiring contexts.
Figure 2 illustrates the system model of DCCI, consisting of three types of links:
physical links from the physical network, logical links from the underlying the network overlay, and shortcuts from the shortcut structure that is built on top of the
network overlay. Physical links mean that nodes can communicate directly, whereas
logical links and the shortcut structure represent nodes that can communicate logically. In order to construct the structure, i.e., linking pNeibor nodes that are in the
same pNeiborLst, DCCI builds an overlay, identifies nodes that are associated with
the pNeibor relationship, and then discovers shortcuts by the preference-based locality.
4.2 DCCI’s Steps
Figure 3 illustrates the DCCI scheme which checks context inconsistency by the
three steps: constructing an overlay, identifying preference-based locality, and building locality-based structure. In addition, DCCI provides a function to maintain the
network under frequent node churns (e.g., node joining and leaving). In Sects. 4.2.1,
4.2.2 and 4.2.3, we will detail these steps. Meanwhile, DCCI provides a maintaining service which is explained in Sect. 4.2.4. It is worth emphasizing that DCCI is
compatible with most existing overlays, such as Chord [27], CAN [24], and Gnutella.
Pervasive applications are capable of customizing the locality and this locality-based
structure in light of their requirements. Thus, DCCI demonstrates that the localitybased structure may be a performance enhancement.
Fig. 3 The detailed design of
DCCI involving three steps:
constructing an overlay,
identifying preference-based
locality, and building a
locality-based shortcut structure
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4.2.1 Constructing an overlay
This step aims at constructing an overlay by organizing all the nodes in a logical ring
which is adapted for pervasive computing applications to locate the source without
flooding in the network.
Each node and key assign themselves through a consistent hashing function such
as SHA algorithm as well as its various variants. The identifiers for nodes and keys
are generated by hashing node addresses and keys, respectively. Thus, the keys are
mapped to the overlay and handled by their nearest nodes on a logical ring. Each
node keeps track of a successor and a predecessor at all times, thus building a logical
overlay.
Concurrent node churns (i.e., nodes joining and leaving concurrently) occur frequently due to unpredictable mobility, resource limitation, and unreliable wireless
connection in pervasive computing environments characterized by asynchronous coordination among computing devices. The lack of consideration of concurrency and
device heterogeneity inhibits the effectiveness of most existing schemes from peerto-peer and network coding fields. On the other hand, concurrent churns can be handled by lock mechanisms which definitely incur many communication overheads.
Given that the targeted applications are not real-time systems, DCCI leverages the
underlying overlay to capture and reflect the node churn, which guarantees the best
performance of context consistency checking in most cases.
Suppose a node n joins the overlay network in DCCI, and its ID is between nodes
ns and nt . Nodes n, nt and ns respectively initiate a join_check process. At the beginning, node n sets nt and ns as its successor and predecessor. Then, node n checks
whether node ns set it as a successor. If not, node n will notify ns . Node n does
the same process for node nt . Finally, the system reaches a stable and correct status.
However, due to network latency as well as other failures, the above step may not be
correctly executed. Consequently, the joining node will periodically check affected
nodes to update their information (once in DCCI). The pseudo-code of concurrent
join operation is given as Algorithm 1.
When a node leaves a specific pervasive network, it is committed to notify its predecessor and successor who will update their information correspondingly. Owing to
the unexpected failures and exceptions such as device failures and network latencies,
all the nodes have to periodically check their neighbors.
4.2.2 Identifying preference-based locality
Based on the above network overlay, DCCI aims at identifying the preference-based
locality. The simplest method is broadcasting the preferences of every node over the
entire network, which causes a huge number of communication overheads. Most forwarding algorithms reduce the cost associated with flooding the network by forwarding only to good relays. However, it is difficult to decide whether an encountered
node is a good relay at the moment of encounter.
In order to successfully identify a preference-based locality at low cost, DCCI extends the delegation forwarding protocol by limiting the number of forwarding [10].
The extended protocol helps a node to only forward a message to nodes with quality
greater than that of all so far observed nodes for its message. In DCCI, this dramatically reduces the communication overheads.
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Algorithm 1 Concurrent join operation in DCCI
1: procedure J OIN
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

// node n joins the network and
// its ID is between nodes ns and nt
DCCI.join(n)
DCCI.setPrecessor(n) = ns ;
DCCI.setSuccessor(n) = DCCI.getSuccessor(ns );
DCCI.setPrecessorState(n) = false;
DCCI.setSuccessorState(n) = false;

9:
// node n periodically checks the routing information
10:
// of nodes ns and nt
11:
int iStop, iStart = Timer::getCurrentTime();
12:
iStop = iStart;
13:
while (TRUE) do
14:
iStop = Timer::getCurrentTime();
15:
// default: 3 seconds
16:
while (iStop − iStart ≥ 3000) do
17:
if DCCI.getSuccessor(ns ).unequal(n)
18:
DCCI.notify(n–>ns );
19:
else DCCI.setSuccessorState(n) = true;
20:
if DCCI.getPrecessor(nt ).unequal(n)
21:
DCCI.notify(n–>nt )
22:
else DCCI.setPrecessorState(n) = true;
23:
iStart = iStop;
24:
end while
25:
end while
26: end procedure

4.2.3 Building a locality-based shortcut structure
In this section, DCCI intends to create a shortcut structure by discovering shortcuts among the nodes that impose constrictions on the same context, i.e., linking
the pNeibor nodes in the same pNeiborLst and then checking context inconsistency
among the nodes in the pNeiborLst.
When a node n joins the system, it may have no idea about other nodes’ preference in context requirements. It joins the underlying overlay network by hashing
its address using consistent hashing, and certain keys previously assigned to the
n’s successor now become assigned to n. Then, node n checks other nodes’ context requirements with its requirements by searching over the underlying network.
Once a pNeibor node n is located, node n will ignore the reply from any other
pNeibor nodes. It will copy the pNeiborLst of node n , create shortcuts with related
pNeibor nodes, and notify them to add it in their respective pNeiborLsts. Thus, nodes
in pNeiborLst know their pNeibor nodes’ location, and subsequent context consistency checking go through the pNeibor nodes with known addresses in the specific
pNeiborLst. If a node cannot find pNeibor nodes, it will issue a request to the underlying overlay network. Once a context conflict is detected, the detecting node will
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Algorithm 2 Shortcut discovery in DCCI
1: procedure J OIN
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

// node n joins the network
DCCI.Shortcut.join(n)
// cp refers to context patterns
DCCI.Shortcut.route(n.cp(requirements));
if (DCCI.Shortcut.getFirstReply(n) = n )
{
DCCI.Shortcut.setpNeiborLst(n) =
DCCI.Shortcut.clone(n .pNeiborLst());
DCCI.Shortcut.notify(n->
node m in n .pNeiborLst());
DCCI.Shortcut.addShortcutLst(n, m);

13:
// pNeibor nodes update their information
14:
for (m in n .pNeiborLst()) do
15:
DCCI.Shortcut.updatepNeiborLst(m);
16:
DCCI.Shortcut.updatepShortcutLst(m);
17:
end for
18:
} else
19:
DCCI.route(n.cp(requirements));
20: end procedure

immediately notify the dependent applications to deal with this conflict. The pseudocode of constructing a shortcut structure is illustrated as Algorithm 2. Note that lines
5 and 19 are discriminating. The former denotes that nodes do routing in shortcuts
that are built by preference-based locality. The latter means that nodes do routing in
the underlying network overlay that is constructed by a consistent hashing technique.
In DCCI, the locality-based structure is just a performance-enhancement. If context consistency can be checked in pNeibor nodes within a specific pNeiborLst, it can
always be checked in the underlying overlay network. Moreover, the overlay can also
detect some kinds of context inconsistency that cannot be detected by the localitybased structure. For example, two nodes that are located remotely and impose two
different constraints on the context of Joanne’ location—unique and redundant. At
this time, DCCI does not incorporate these two nodes into its locality-based structure
so that DCCI cannot detect the location inconsistency. This observation is given as
Theorem 1. As a matter of fact, the locality-based structure is easy to customize for
application requirements.
Theorem 1 Shortcuts in DCCI do not affect the correctness of the underlying overlay.
4.2.4 Maintenance under node churns
In pervasive applications, frequent node churns lead to the change in network topology. Therefore, the shortcut structure must be adapted dynamically. The adaptation
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in the underlying overlay is discussed in Sect. 4.2.1, and thus this section will concentrate on the adaptation in the shortcut structure.
In DCCI, each peer continuously keeps track of its shortcuts’ performance and
updates its shortcut ranking. Once it fails, all of its assigned keys are reassigned to
its successor. Any other keys and their respective assigned nodes’ locations remain
unchanged. In the shortcut structure, at least one of the neighbors of the failure nodes
will detect the failure and notify the others to adapt. Thus, the shortcut structure is
kept up-to-date.
With respect to concurrent operations in the physical network, DCCI has to spend
much time adapting the underlying overlay. In order not to increase the maintenance
burden at the busy time, DCCI defers the maintenance of the shortcut structure.
4.3 Discussion
In most cases, DCCI requires O(log2 N ) messages to reflect the node churns in adapting the underlying overlay and O(log N ) messages to discover shortcuts, where N is
the size of the network. It requires O(1) messages to check context consistency by
preference-based locality and O(log N ) messages in the worst case. In our implementation, we have two strategies to further improve the performance of DCCI. One
is that constrictions are shared in pNeibor so that, once a context is collected, the consistency may be checked on the spot. The other is that the constrictions in pNeibor
nodes could be reduced in advance. Suppose pNeibor nodes A and B impose different
constrictions on the same context, but the constrictions of B are included in those of
A. Thus, once the context satisfies the context requirements of A, context B can be
left unchecked.
The locality-based structure can be discovered by several design alternatives such
as by searching preference-based locality by flooding across the underlying overlay,
or directly searching by various multicast protocols. In this paper, DCCI just studies
an elementary protocol regarding the structure for checking context inconsistency.
Note that the number of pNeibor nodes on a specific context is low (less than 10%
of all the nodes), i.e., a small number of nodes share the same context with different constraints. The broadcasting technique is preferred when the number of pNeibor
nodes is large. Although DCCI is still compatible, it should limit the scopes of shortcut construction and node selection so that DCCI keeps appropriate shortcut lists in a
way that the system performs well in terms of checking accuracy and efficiency.

5 Evaluation
In order to evaluate whether the proposed scheme is appealing for context consistency
checking in pervasive computing environments, we carried out a series of experiments. We select success rate to measure the accuracy of checking context inconsistency, which is defined as the percentage of successfully detecting an inconsistency
among all context inconsistencies. In particular, we tried to answer the following
questions:
– How large is the success rate of DCCI? Does it work in pervasive computing applications?
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– How good is the scalability of the proposed scheme? How many nodes are involved
in each context consistency checking? How about the scalability of the propose
scheme when the number of shortcuts added in the system is increased?
In the following, we first describe the experimental settings, and then analyze the
evaluation results.
5.1 Experimental settings
We evaluated DCCI over OMNet++ which is an extensible, modular, componentbased C++ simulation library and framework for communication networks, queuing
networking, and performance evaluation (see http://www.omnetpp.org/ for detailed
information). We ran experiments on Windows XP (SP3) with 2.0 GB memory and
2.4 GHz CPU, selected averaged values over ten times as results and selected the
ideal flooding scheme (i.e., the scheme working without influence of noise, congestion, and latency) as our benchmark. Note that we are also developing a prototype
over the multi-campus to evaluate the validity of DCCI in practice. We currently deploy various sensors, e.g., RFID [37] and Bluetooth, into the environment and ask
participants to randomly move.
In accordance with the presentation in Sect. 4.1, we randomly generated 500,
2,000, and 5,000 static and mobile nodes as E500, E2000, and E5000, respectively.
We assume that at most 8% of all nodes impose different constraints on the same
context, i.e., context inconsistency occurs within less than 10% of all the nodes. The
characteristics of experiment configurations are listed in Table 1.
In our experiments, the overall performance of DCCI is evaluated by the success
rate which is defined as the ratio of the successfully checked inconsistencies to the
total number of context inconsistencies. The scalability is measured by averaged time
and query scope for each context inconsistency checking.
5.2 Success rate
We first conducted several experiments over E500, E2000 and E5000 to check the
overall success rate, and then to check the performance of preference-based shortcuts
in success rate.
Figure 4 illustrates the averaged results of success rate over different experiment
configurations for each inconsistency detection. The x-axis is the success rate and
the y-axis is the sample time when the observation was made. The averaged success
rate for E500 and E2000 is as high as 80–97%, although it decreases in E5000 when
Table 1 Statistical features of experiment configurations
Item/configuration

E500

E2000

E5000

No. of nodes

500

2,000

5,000

No. of static nodes

100

500

1,500

No. of types of contexts

200

1,000

2,000

No. of context constrictions

200

800

1,600

Decentralized checking of context inconsistency in pervasive
Fig. 4 The overall success rate
over E500, E2000 and E5000
experiment configurations

Fig. 5 Number of shortcuts
added in context consistency
checking over E500, E2000 and
E5000 experiment
configurations
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of pNeibor nodes and pNeiborLst groups lead to a large communication overhead as
well as latency, alleviating the performance of preference-based locality.
5.3 Scalability
In this section, we carried out several experiments to evaluate the scalability of the
proposed scheme. We first evaluate the overall scalability over the E500, E2000,
and E5000 scenarios, and then evaluate how many nodes are involved for each context consistency checking. As discussed above, DCCI aims to use fewer relay nodes
when checking context inconsistency by specifying nodes’ locations where the context should be transferred to. Compared with the flooding scheme, the scalability of
DCCI is chiefly embodied in the time and the number of nodes participating in the
process of each context inconsistency checking. Hereby we selected the time and the
percentage of nodes involved in the checking process as measurements for scalability.
Figure 6 illustrates the overall scalability of DCCI over various experiment configurations, where the x-axis denotes the experiment configuration, and the y-axis
refers to the time spent in experiments. As the experiment configuration increases
from E500 to E5000, the time required by the flooding scheme increases exponentially, indicating that it cannot scale well in large-scale pervasive environments. In
contrast, the time needed by DCCI increases approximately linearly, meaning that
DCCI performs well in terms of scalability. This is because DCCI can accurately
locate the nodes where context inconsistency should be checked.
Figure 7 shows how many nodes are involved in the context consistency checking
each time. The vertical and horizontal axes are the percentages of nodes participated
and experiment configurations, respectively. DCCI significantly reduces the number
of participated nodes in consistency checking. For example, in the E5000 configuration, DCCI just required one third of the number of the nodes that were involved in
the flooding scheme. The reason for such performance is that DCCI efficiently takes
advantage of the preference-based locality so that it accurately locates the desired
nodes.
Fig. 6 Scalability over E500,
E2000 and E5000 experiment
configurations
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Fig. 7 Percentage of nodes
involved in context
inconsistency checking over
E500, E2000, and E5000
experiment configurations

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied context inconsistency checking without central control in pervasive computing environments. Toward this objective, we have proposed
DCCI—a scheme for Decentralized Checking of Context Inconsistency—which
checks context inconsistency by evaluating the constraints on a certain type of context instances and patterns over a shortcut structure. In order to construct the structure,
DCCI first builds a simple overlay network and then leverages a preference-based locality. DCCI is a promising scheme for pervasive applications because it introduces a
shortcut mechanism based on locality for performance enhancement. DCCI exploits
the preference-based locality that nodes requiring the same context can check the inconsistency on this type of contexts. This locality can be tailored according to the
application requirements so as to achieve application goals.
However, DCCI currently suffers from several problems. We will investigate how
to further reduce the message complexity during the maintenance of the underlying overlay network and the shortcut-based layer. We will check how many shortcuts should be created so that DCCI can achieve the best performance in terms of
accuracy and efficiency for checking context inconsistency. We will incorporate InfoSphere/InfoStream in the data preprocessing module to improve the application
scalability and real-time performance. Finally, we will study how to detect and interpret concurrent contexts in asynchronous and dynamic pervasive computing environments.
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